
ABOUT WATTICS

Wattics is an enterprise cloud
energy management and analytics
software used by growing teams of
energy service companies, green
building professionals, energy
consultants & analysts to manage
bulk utility/IoTs/sub-meter data to
spot business energy inefficiencies,
increase sustainability, improve
indoor air quality and reduce CO2
emissions in industrial and
commercial buildings. Wattics has
a global presence through its
partner network spread across
more 52 countries around the
world.
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Featured Testimonials

Great platform with innovative functionalities and excellent support. The
platform enables us to view, visualize and report consumption patterns in
diverse ways with simple and efficient functionalities.

CAS DE ROIJ
BUILDING MONITORING SPECIALIST & DATA ANALYST, KLICTET ADVIES

We started using the Wattics platform as an added service to our main business as a way to manage
ongoing energy performance for our various LEED projects. Our experience couldn't have been better and
we realized energy savings for our clients right away. Even though none of our staff has a background in
energy management, we were able to deploy the meters and work with the platform easily.

ALESSANDRO BISAGNI
FOUNDER & MANAGING DIRECTOR, BISAGNI ENVIRONMENTAL ENTERPRISE (BEE)

I am now able to properly run my energy management programmes with ease of analytics. I have increased
my revenues by 200% just by using this software over the past year! The software has a great way of
displaying energy analytics in a way that makes our clients love it. On top of this, the M&V functionality is
robust and follows IPMVP protocols of measurement and verification.

CHRIS MBORI
MANAGING DIRECTOR, EENOVATORS

Intuitive software, highly responsive team. Getting setup in & using Wattics had a very short
learning curve. The software is built with "do it yourself" functionality, which has been great for
our team - we are able to easily add/remove/reconfigure meters based on our frequently
changing needs.

GRACE JUNGE
ENERGY ENGINEER, EDISON ENERGY
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